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Abstract

Developing and producing medical devices and healthcare systems is a crucial issue, both for the economy and for providing safe advances in healthcare delivery. We propose a taxonomy of medical human machine systems and we define classes of healthcare applications for identifying a number of approaches and to overcome difficulties of bio-compatibility and bio-integration. Our aim is to demonstrate how medical devices design, and more generally human-machine system concepts and epistemology, depend on our skills to think and conceptualize generally human system integration. We claim that it is necessary to reclaim these concepts for ensuring correct by construction medical devices bio-compatibility and bio-integrative properties from the early stage of the design process.
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1 Introduction

Developing and producing medical devices and healthcare systems is a crucial issue, both for the economy and for providing safe advances in healthcare delivery. Medical devices become smaller in physical terms (see for instance the new pacemaker implanted inside the ventricular) but larger in software-based elements, the design, testing, validation, and eventual authority device approval is becoming expensive for medical device manufacturers both in terms of time and cost. The increase of alarming rate leads to recalling failing devices. Recalling failing devices is increasing cost and gives a very negative feeling to patients as well as physicians; it leads to consider both forensic and medical issues. Questions on costs should not hide safety and security problems that are now stated in this new generation of software systems. Moreover, safety problems are related to requirements that are either related to technical elements or related to human body - both anatomical and physiological, features. As claims by Dines Bjoerner [9,11,19] "Before software can be developed its requirements must be stated. Before requirements can be expressed the application domain must be understood". Since main healthcare system domain is life and health (biology and its two sub-domains: anatomy and physiology), medical devices require integration within or on the body – living system, it leads to modeling bio-compatible and bio-integrative medical devices. That needs to take into account information that is not necessarily explicit in the list of requirements and in the definition of domains such as nature of interactions and time representation. Systems under investigation are often called cyber-physical systems, for short CPS, and necessitate medical human-machine systems design integration, validation and certification. We propose a taxonomy of medical human-machine systems and define classes of healthcare applications for identifying a number of approaches and to overcome difficulties of bio-compatibility and bio-integration. Using the pacemaker case study, we sketch our Event-B-based methodology, which did not consider bio-compatibility and bio-integration and we show how we intend to take into account these new ideas in a correct-by-construction approach.

2. Categorisation of medical devices

Our aim is to focus primarily on the application of software and systems engineering to software-based medical devices used for patients. However, we classify medical devices or healthcare systems into categories corresponding to the use and to the bio-integration of these systems in the life of a patient.

A first class of medical devices is defined as devices which are permanently implanted in the body of a patient, as pacemakers, artificial heart. It requires a clear and as complete as possible statement for the environment. The challenge is to develop models for environment as well as tools. Moreover, when considering the artificial heart, we are facing questions of bio-compatibility and bio-integration.

A second class of medical devices is defined as devices which are permanently used by patients but not implanted in the body of a patient, as the hemodialysis. The model for environment is yet a challenge because the global system is integrating several organs and regulations rules for glucose. It is then clear that models for environment necessitates to express flows of fluid in the body of the patient and rate of sugars in the blood. The system is used on a regular and periodic period.

A third class of medical devices is defined as devices which are temporary used for helping somebody to reach a given target state in intensive care, as for instance the extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) [12]. It may happen after a heart attack, when the patient’s
heart requires a minimal activity, or / and during a pulmonary insufficiency (i.e. severe state with H1N1 flu) [13]. The system supports one or more functionalities and assists the patient. Still in this case we have to integrate bio-compatibility and bio-integration.

Currently, implantable or wearable medical devices are designed by abstraction with a reductionist and functionalist approach. Thus living systems are reduced to their physical properties and logical models. Therefore developed and implemented algorithms result from functional analysis methods - abstraction and digitalization, and skills (knowledge and understanding) of the designers.

Mockups and prototypes are validated firstly by technical tests for ensuring technological regulatory standards and secondly by experimental and clinical test before their wide distribution and marketing. However, certification of medical devices, as in aerospace and nuclear industry, remains a challenge.

Medical devices require original, sound and reliable validation methods [3,4,5] based on scientifically validated modeling methods and tools (model-based engineering) and grounded on theoretical biology, medical knowledge and clinical evidences, and physicians expertise (evidence-based medicine).

We show how medical devices design, and more generally human-machine system concepts and epistemology, depend on our skills to think and conceptualize generally human system integration. We claim that it is necessary reclaiming these concepts for ensuring correctness by construction medical devices bio-compatibility and bio-integrative properties from the early stage of the design process grounding on both theoretical integrative physiology principles and trustable formal method. Next, we describe the correct-by-construction approach that was used by Méry and Singh [5], when considering the pacemaker challenge using the Event-B modeling language.

### 3 Model-based Design of Medical Devices

Formal methods have emerged as a complementary approach to ensuring quality and correctness of high-confidence medical systems, overcoming limitations of traditional validation techniques such as simulation and testing. In [5], authors propose a new methodology to obtain certification assurance for complex medical systems design, based on the use of formal methods. The methodology consists of five main phases: first, informal requirements, resulting in a structured version of the requirements, where each fragment is classified according to a fixed taxonomy. In the second phase, informal requirements are represented in formal modelling language, with a precise semantics, and enriched with invariants and temporal constraints. The third phase consists of refinement-based formal verification to test the internal consistency and correctness of the specifications. The fourth phase is the process of determining the degree to which a formal model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model using model-checker. Last phase provides an animation framework for the formal model with real-time data set instead of toy-data, and offers a simple way for specifiers to build a domain specific visualization that can be used by domain experts to check whether a formal specification corresponds to their expectations. Fig. 1 sketches the methodology based on the refinement process providing possible feedbacks in the design of a system following a correct by construction process and producing a trustable formal model from the informal requirements. As we have mentioned in the previous lines, the animation phase is a way to integrate the domain experts in the design process. We have to warn the reader that the model of the pacemaker is a formal expression in a formal modelling language based on set theory and on the notion of generalized substitution. The link between knowledge of experts and the formal expressions are very critical to elaborate. Our point of view is that we are facing the question of validation...
of the formal model with respect to the informal requirements and the integration of physiological information or expert knowledge. A possible solution is to exploit domain ontologies combined with formal modelling language as proposed by Aït-Ameur and Mery [6]. However, it remains to consider how to model physiological features and to validate the resulting model.

---

**Figure 1: Design of Correct by Construction Medical Devices**

We give a short introduction on Event-B [1,8] to identify what we can model with Event-B. Event-B is a formal method for system-level modelling and analysis using set theory. In Fig.1, this phase also gives the feedback to the formalization phase in case of unexpected behaviours of the system. The feedback approach is allowed to modify the formal model and verify it using any theorem prover tool and finally validate it using a model checker tool. The verification, validation and real-time animation processes are applied continue until not to find the correct formal model according to the expected system behaviour. In this phase of the formal development, most of errors are discovered by the domain experts. The real time animation is a key tool for helping the communication with domain experts.

An Event-B model expresses a state property called invariant which is defining the set of possible states of the model. A state is a mapping relating each variable to a given value. The value of a variable is in a given domain which can be either codable in a programming language or member of a domain which is representing possible values. It means that an Event-B model can have variables and state variables modifiable by a finite list of events which are modelling the possible modifications of variables. An event of an Event-B model is not executed but observed, when its guard is true. Only one event may be observed at any time. An Event-B model is discrete and does not express any liveness or fairness property, even if there some extensions of the original Event-B models. Moreover, an Event-B model is based on a logical theory based on set-theoretical or predicate calculus notations. It means that the design of an Event-B model requires specific checking of well typing or verification conditions validating the invariant property. Questions are related to what properties over medical devices can we express and how tractable are these properties? In Event-B,
we can express, first, invariant properties defining a stability condition of the system under consideration, or safety properties stating that nothing bad will happen. For instance, the pacemaker should not pace in the red zone and can pace in the green zone. Fig. 2 is containing the annotated ECG as well as the text of the invariant.

![ECG and text of invariant](image)

**Figure 2: Example of a relation between an invariant and an ECG-based state**

When validating an Event-B model, one should prove that each event maintain invariant and safety properties and this operation is done by the underlying proof assistant. The underlying proof process is adding trust to the resulting model and guide the designer when following the incremental refinement-based process for constructing formal models from informal requirements. The formality of Event-B models is helping to get a trustable model but we need to have modalities for communicating to the domain experts.

The choice of the Event-B modelling language is mainly guided by the simplicity of the basic concepts and the existence of a toolset namely Rodin [7]. Others modelling techniques can be used for developing models and the most important feature is the methodology of correct by construction development using the refinement. The refinement allows us to play with levels of abstraction. In next section, we sketch the methodology used for developing a closed-loop model for the pacemaker and we will give more details on the example of the pacemaker. We illustrate what authors were able to handle using Event-B and what we have validated and then we state questions on bio-compatibility and bio-integration in medical design devices.

4 **Example of the Pacemaker**

The pacemaker is a medical device which is implanted in the body of the patient. It is related to the heart by leads and it interacts with the heart according to modes defined by the physician. It is an example of a device which is supposed to remain for a long time in the body. Moreover, it augments the functionalities of the heart by helping it and the heart is evolving with the presence of the pacemaker. Consequently, the function of pumping is supported not only by the heart itself but also by the pacemaker. The heart is, after a while, working only with the pacemaker. In previous works, Mery and Singh [10] developed a discrete model of the pacemaker and the heart was modelled implicitly by records of ECG. We obtain a validation by off-line records.

In a second step, we should test the model with respect to a heart model called the electrical heart model developed by physicians. We summarize the electrical model. The heart consists of four chambers: right atrial, right ventricle, left atrial and left ventricle, which contract and relax periodically. The natural heart’s system requires an electrical stimulus, which is generated by the small mass of specialized tissue located in the right atrium called the sinus node. This electrical stimulus travels down through the conduction pathways and causes the heart’s chambers to contract and pump out blood. Each contraction of the ventricles
represents one heartbeat. The atrial contract for a fraction of a second before the ventricles, so their blood empties into the ventricles before the ventricles contract. The electrical current flows progressively in the heart muscle using special conduction cells. In previous works, we developed a discrete model based on the electrical conduction flow according to the points A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H.

Figure 3: Different elements of the heart and the points defining the electrical conduction model of the heart.

We obtain a closed-loop model of the pumping function, since the heart was no more considered as the environment of the pacemaker but as a part of the model itself. The closed-loop model is used for studying the behaviour of the pacemaker in situ and it takes into account possible dysfunction of heart. Real time animation of formal models is a possible mean for communicating with physicians for instance in clinical experiences. Figure 4 describes the platform for animating Event-B models using a database of ECGs and plugins as Brama for feeding models. The platform is based on the Rodin tool which is offering functionalities for designing, verifying and animating models. An extra work has been done by N. Singh for making visual communications possible.

Figure 4: Implementation of proposed functional architecture on the single electrode cardiac pacemaker case study

In the last step, we have got a more trustable model for the pacemaker. However, we have not completely dealt with questions of bio-compatibility and bio-integration. These two extra-points can be considered with the proposed methodology. However, they require to extend the methodology by considering expertise domains and by improving communication between physicians, designers and patients. Expertise domains require to integrate biology models. Finally, we summarize our position on the two concepts bio-compatibility and bio-integration in the final section.
5 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

Medical devices belong to the class of cyber-physical systems, since they must be integrated within or on the human body generating integrated wholes, human machine systems. They are made up of two main categories of systems. These two kinds of systems differ in their nature: their fundamental organization, complexity and behaviour. The first category, the traditional one, includes technical or artifactual systems that could be engineered. The second category includes biological systems: the human that could not be engineered. Thus, integrating human and cyber-physical systems in design is to couple and integrate in a structural (anatomical) and dynamical or functional (physiological) coherent way, a biological system (the human) with a technical and artifactual system in the same isomorphic framework. So medical devices engineering needs to model the organ or the part of the human body and its behaviour on the one hand, the cyber-physical system physical and computational components and its behaviour on the other hand, as well as their dynamical relation (interaction or coupling) to test and validate human machine reliability and human systems integration [14].

5.1 Bio - Cyber-Physical Systems (Bio-CPS)

Traditional medical device design methods rely on analytic and reductionist concepts based on a mechanical or computational metaphor. The aim of making human and medical CPS “working” together is to assist a dysfunctional organ, transiently or permanently, to maintain the whole living system (a person) in stable condition or in a recovered “normal” condition. We call bio-CPS the whole and functional “living human artefact system” resulting from human medical CPS coupling and integration. The challenge is the design of medical CPS that ensure the correct integrative coupling by construction in spite of their different nature of interactions and the time representation. cf. table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symmetry of interactions</th>
<th>Biological</th>
<th>Cyber</th>
<th>Physical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry of interactions</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Both symmetric and non-symmetric</td>
<td>Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locality of interactions</td>
<td>Mainly non-local</td>
<td>Mainly local</td>
<td>Both local and non-local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time representation</td>
<td>Continuous (Functional level)</td>
<td>Discrete or Event based</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discrete (Structural level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification of systems considering the nature of the interactions and the time representation [15]

5.2 Medical CPS domain engineering

Using Bjoerner’s framework we can ask the issue of medical devices domain to highlight its fundamental properties, which could satisfy human systems integration requirements. Bjoerner’s framework [19] based on the triptych: D, S -> R, where D is the domain of the problem and where requirements R are satisfied by the relation ->, which intends to mean entailment; so, S is a model of our system built or expressed from D. The domain provides a way to express properties and facts of the environment of the system under construction.

Bio CPS must help organ and the body (a person) to recover a stable state (invariant) compatible with survivability in intensive care or a physiological normal quality of life for implantable system like heart pacemaker despite pathology or illness.
Consequently, Bio CPS specifications or model (S) must satisfy human system integration and integrative physiology requirements (R) [14] and theoretical principles [16] [17] [18]. This especially concerns the artificial biological interface system and the behavioral monitoring and assisting computerized system and its algorithms. Their domain engineering (D) is bio-integrative engineering. By consequence we can say that an “artificial” medical CPS that satisfied human system integration properties must present two fundamental properties: bio-compatibility and “bio-integrability”.

For modelling biological system and biocompatible and biointegrable artificial systems - medical devices, we propose an isomorphic framework. This conceptual framework describes three categories of required main system dimension: structural elements, shapes or forms and dynamics. Taking into account two by two this main classes of system variables, one can describe three specification plan: architecture (structural elements to shape or form specify geometrical structure or system architecture), behaviour (shape or form to dynamics specify analytical functions or functionally analysed) and evolution (structural elements to dynamics specify three main types of functional interactions: physical Φ, logical Λ, biological Ψ). If we assume that a function does not exist by itself but is the emerging result of integrative organization, this framework grounds our bio-integrative model based Bio-CPS engineering. The schema extends clearly our methodology.

**Figure 5:** Challenging human-machine system - bio-compatible and bio-integrative medical devices, design and organization is modeling an heterogeneous system of systems (different by nature). That requires a proven and validate epistemic framework fitted to hybrid system, challenging the question of human machine system nature, correctness-by-construction and ensuring human systems integration reliability.

### 5.3 Bio CPS Methodology

We have first described a methodology based on a formal notation namely Event-B, which has been used for developing a closed-loop model for the pacemaker. The methodology is
described by Fig 1 and is not restricted to Event-B. We have to address questions on the extension of the expressivity of the assertion language that should be able to state properties of the medical domain. Moreover, modelling CPS using Event-B or another formal method is a real challenge because we have to be able to manage hybrid medical models. Hybrid medical models are mathematical objects integrating discrete and continuous features of medical system under consideration.
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